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ABSTRACT

Background: We discussed GuidExp, a semi-automatic exploit generation tool, in our paper at ACSAC 2020. GuidExp generates an exploit script for a given ActionScript vulnerability. Unlike the other exploit generators, GuidExp does not use fuzzing or a symbolic execution; rather, it relies on human expertise to guide it in successfully discovering vulnerable execution paths. This paper augments our ACSAC paper and provides more details on the experiments we conducted.

Aim: We sought to show that GuidExp can generate working exploit scripts for real-world vulnerabilities in open- and closed-source ActionScript Virtual Machine (AVM) implementations.

Data: We used community artifacts as GuidExp inputs: a ROP gadget sequence, used to generate a GuidExp sub-goal; a proof-of-concept (PoC) exploit script for CVE-2015-5119; and vulnerable AVM implementations.

Method: We conducted a series of experiments, where the results of each informed the development of the next. First, we tested GuidExp on an open-source AVM using a single ActionScript vulnerability (CVE-2015-5119). We measured the number of candidate slices generated by GuidExp, the number of candidate slices executed successfully, and the time required to achieve each exploit subgoal. We then implemented GuidExp optimization techniques based on what we learned and repeated the same experiment using the optimizations. Next, we ran the experiment using eleven different vulnerabilities in a closed-source AVM. Finally, we ran the original experiment using a larger search space to understand how less accurate human guidance might impact GuidExp’s performance.

Results: Using an optimal search space (expert human guidance), GuidExp generated a successful exploit script for CVE-2015-5119 in an open-sourced AVM in just over 14 minutes. When the search space was increased to be a factor of 2, the time increased to just over 59 hours. GuidExp generated successful exploit scripts for 11 vulnerabilities in closed-source Flash Player v11.2.202.262, with the longest completion time being just under 14 hours when using an optimal search space.

Conclusions: GuidExp needs to be human-guided to generate an exploit script. Its performance is greatly affected by the accuracy of the provided exploit subgoals. Redundant instructions for an exploit subgoal significantly increases the search space and subsequently, the time that GuidExp needs to generate an exploit script.

1 INTRODUCTION

Determining exploitability [57] of a given vulnerability has historically been a labor-intensive manual process requiring deep security knowledge. With the recent advances in fuzz testing and symbolic execution, several approaches for automatically generating exploits have been proposed [1,11,14,15,17-19,22-26,31,34,35,41,46,50-56,58]. These approaches, collectively known as automatic exploit generation (AEG), (such as AEG for return-oriented programming, or control-flow hijacking) have become critical tools for auditing software security, and attack prevention.

AEG implementations are usually driven by one of two engines: a fuzzer [36] and a symbolic execution tool [32]. The fuzzer helps explore the input-space by monitoring the execution of randomly generated inputs, and the symbolic execution tool helps explore the execution-path-space by symbolically executing every execution path. However, both approaches have their own limitations in the space of AEG for language virtual machines (VM).

Typical fuzz testing approaches do not scale well for applications taking as input other computer programs, such as language VMs. They do not efficiently generate inputs for such applications [28,45]. For example, a fuzzer is extremely unlikely to test all possible behaviors of a program (e.g., the probability of executing the “then” branch of the if-statement “if (x=3)” is only $1/2^x$ assuming x is 32-bit integer value). While smart fuzz testing approaches [13,33,45] can generate random structured inputs (e.g., DNS packages), they cannot adopt complex grammar rules (e.g., generating valid program binaries with correct offsets). Thus, traditional fuzzers typically struggle to perform exploit generation for language virtual machines.

AEG implementations for language VMs also cannot utilize a typical symbolic execution tool due to its limitations. Symbolically executing a language VM raises the path-explosion problem in the early stage of the AEG process [12]. For example, the VM produces an execution branch for every instruction it can read during the parsing phase to obtain the sequence of instructions to be executed. Although the general purpose of path selection heuristics is to deal with execution-path space [12,27,31,49], they are not immediately helpful as the number of execution branches that symbolic execution tools need to interpret is almost as many
as all possible inputs that the language virtual machine can take. For this reason, an AEG implementation sometimes adopts a hybrid approach, switching between the two techniques [15] when one technique hits its limitations.

In our previous work [55], we presented GuidExp, the first guided (semi-automatic) exploit generation tool that does not rely on fuzzers or symbolic execution engines. While typical AEG implementations synthesize a whole exploit script whose execution path reaches one of predefined exploited program states, GuidExp leverages exploit deconstruction, a technique of splitting the execution path into many shorter paths, to reach the exploit program state. Hence, GuidExp can synthesize code snippets that follow these shorter paths. GuidExp expects that program states on which the execution path is split are given and described by a security expert as exploit subgoals.

GuidExp focuses on generating Return-Oriented Programming (ROP) [48] attack scripts, and demonstrate such an attack for an AVM vulnerability that we use in our experiments. GuidExp uses ROP attacks as representative attacks, because since 2015 almost 80% (547/698) of disclosed ActionScript (AS) vulnerabilities could lead to an arbitrary code execution by implementing an ROP attack [37]. Therefore, we ensure that GuidExp is expected and capable of generating exploit scripts that perform an ROP attack. In an ROP attack, an attacker hijacks program control-flow by gaining control of the call stack and then executes carefully chosen machine instruction sequences that are already present in the machine’s memory, called gadgets [16]. Each gadget typically ends with a return instruction that allows the attacker to craft an instruction chain that performs arbitrary operations. We want to highlight, however, that GuidExp can synthesize exploit scripts that perform any type of attack (not just ROP) for given vulnerabilities if the corresponding PoC and exploit subgoals are provided.

In this paper, we discuss experimental analyses and refinements we conducted as part of developing GuidExp. We introduce technical challenges we encountered during the implementation of GuidExp, and how we overcome these challenges. We hope these discussions are interesting to the reader since GuidExp is the first exploit generation tool that can synthesize ROP exploit scripts.

The main contributions of this paper are:

- We discuss our experimental analyses of our exploit generation technique for language VM vulnerabilities.
- We discuss how the result of initial experiments allows us to identify challenges of the exploit generation problem.
- We present our four optimization techniques and reasons why we need to adopt them.
- We present the performance numbers of GuidExp in our final experiments in which GuidExp exploits eleven AVM vulnerabilities.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents background on ROP attacks and our exploit generation approach. Section 3 presents the three phases of our exploit generation technique and introduces the main components of GuidExp—the Code Generator, the Invariant Validator, and the Exploit Subgoal Manager. Section 4 provides implementation details of GuidExp to provide the reader context for our experimental setup. Section 5 introduces the initial experimental setup and artifacts that we borrowed from the community. Section 7 introduces our optimization techniques. Section 7 presents our experiment refinements that led to better performance numbers and Section 8 concludes.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Structure of a Typical ROP Attack

In this section, we introduce the structure of a typical ROP attack. Fig. 1a depicts the structure of a typical ROP attack. An ROP attack starts with executing the PoC—the piece of code which triggers the vulnerability. The PoC corrupts the memory by performing activities such as creating a dangling pointer, or mangling the structure of the garbage collector. However, the execution of the PoC should not raise a kernel panic [20] (a system error from which operating systems cannot quickly or easily recover), because otherwise, the exploit that contains the PoC would result in the same kernel panic, and the operating system terminates the execution of the exploits before they perform their intended malicious activities. The ROP attack exploits the resulting corrupted memory that the execution of the PoC caused, and performs unauthorized activities on the memory until it builds a gadget chain performing the arbitrary operations. The ROP attack achieves its malicious end goal in several exploit subgoals, each subgoal which we demonstrate with Code Segment # in the Fig. 1a.

2.2 Intuition Behind Target Exploit Generation

In order to facilitate exploit generation, we define a structure for our target exploit, which is a high-level, semantic outline of the final exploit we expect GuidExp to generate. That is, GuidExp generates code which is semantically equivalent to the target exploit.

Fig. 1b depicts the structure of our target exploit. The first portion of our target exploit consists of the trigger slice, which is the AS bytecode representation of the PoC. Note that while the trigger slice is able to drive the virtual machine in to a buggy state, entering to the buggy state is not sufficient for determining the severity of the bug or examining the way an attack would exploit the vulnerability. GuidExp aims to generate real exploit code that achieves the above by appending generated code to the bug-triggering code (the trigger

![Figure 1: Exploit Structures](image-url)
slice). The additional code required to build an exploit can vary from one attack to another, and is not necessarily small or simple.

Execution of the trigger slice causes vulnerable code segments in the AVM to be executed, but performs no further activity so as not to raise kernel panic. For a given vulnerability, \texttt{GUIDexp} uses the same trigger slice as a prefix to an entire set of executables to be tested for potential exploit candidacy, thus it is crucial that the trigger slice avoids kernel panic, otherwise the generated executables would result in kernel panic causing our AEG process to fail.

The remaining part of the target exploit consists of a series of \textit{exploit subgoals}—semantic goals for each step of the synthesized exploit; each exploit subgoal is used by \texttt{GUIDexp} to synthesize code blocks that achieve that particular semantic goal. Together, the series of subgoals produce code that constitute the final exploit script. For example, a typical exploit subgoal in an ROP exploit (denoted by ‘Corrupting a Buffer Space Implicitly’ in Fig. 1b) corrupts the size of a vulnerable buffer to read the memory beyond the buffer boundaries to gain access to 11bc libraries containing ROP gadgets [47].

Typical ROP attacks exploiting \textit{use-after-free} (UAF) and \textit{double-free} (DF) vulnerabilities in language virtual machines tend to follow a specific malicious activity pattern (a sequence of abstract logical steps). This established, well-rehearsed pattern allows for surreptitious penetration into the system, without being caught by standard operating system defenses. Here, first, the ROP attack script obtains one or more access privileges – \texttt{rwx} for a system resource, such as reading privileges over ELF binaries. Then, by using these privileges, the ROP attack makes the next system resource, such as the \texttt{.plt} segment, which is located in ELF binaries available for itself. The ROP attack follows this pattern until being capable of completing its full malicious activity goal, such as invoking a system call. The fact that most exploits follow this typical pattern allows us to deconstruct exploit code into multiple exploit subgoals, whereby execution of each exploit subgoal sets the stage for the next exploit subgoal.

For example, in the exploit shown in Fig. 1b, the trigger slice, which exploits a UAF vulnerability, allows the ROP attack script to dereference a dangling pointer. The dangling pointer occurs after the corrupted buffer, so that the ROP attack can modify the metadata of the freed buffer, thereby allowing the ROP attack to gain access to memory that lies beyond the buffer boundaries, since the implicit change of the \texttt{.length} property of the buffer \textit{implicitly} with a large number, without explicitly calling the \texttt{.length} property. The implicit change in the \texttt{.length} property allows the ROP attack to access memory that lies beyond the buffer boundaries, since the implicit change does not allow the AVM to allocate a large enough empty space for the new buffer size.

Corrupting the \texttt{.length} is our first exploit subgoal and denoted by ‘Corrupting a Buffer Space Implicitly’ in Fig. 1b. Having the corrupted buffer allows the ROP attack to spray helper elements such as the payload to be executed into the heap, which is our second exploit subgoal and denoted by Spraying Helper Elements in Fig. 1b. The ROP attack follows this pattern until execution of its malicious payload, which is the last exploit subgoal, denoted by ‘Building and Executing the ROP Chain’ in Fig. 1b.

### 2.3 Defining Exploit Subgoals, Search Spaces & Invariant

Since the semantics of “exploitability” is fluid, i.e., can change based on security engineers’ expectations or security-sensitive assets, \texttt{GUIDexp} provides flexibility in defining exploitability of target applications in various settings and environments. \texttt{GUIDexp} allows defining exploitability as the successful completion of a series of exploit subgoals. For example, by providing exploit subgoals that are necessary to bypass ASLR, security engineers can obtain the exploit script, and then, they can see how the exploit code bypasses their ASLR implementation to fix their weaknesses. \texttt{GUIDexp} expects such exploit subgoals to be defined by security experts who have a thorough knowledge of their target application since the success of \texttt{GUIDexp} relies on defining the exploit subgoals accurately.

In order to synthesize code corresponding to each exploit subgoal, \texttt{GUIDexp} takes as input a collection of exploit subgoals; each exploit subgoal consists of (1) a \textit{search space} and (2) an \textit{invariant}.

The search space consists of a set of \textit{opcodes} and \textit{parameters}. An opcode is the atomic portion of machine code instruction, in AS bytecode language, that specifies the operation to be performed. In AS language, opcodes take zero or more parameters to be used in the operation [9]. A parameter is either an index to a value stored in the constant pool of the executable or a constant to be pushed into the call stack directly. We expect that the security experts determines opcodes and parameters based on their experience. The experts should consider semantic meaning of every opcode and parameter and pick opcodes and parameters that can contribute to synthesizing the exploit subgoal.

For example, in the exploit shown in Fig. 1b, the trigger slice, which exploits a UAF vulnerability, allows the ROP attack script to dereference a dangling pointer. The dangling pointer occurs after the corrupted buffer, so that the ROP attack can modify the metadata of the freed buffer, thereby allowing the ROP attack to gain access to memory that lies beyond the buffer boundaries, since the implicit change of the \texttt{.length} property of the buffer \textit{implicitly} with a large number, without explicitly calling the \texttt{.length} property. The implicit change in the \texttt{.length} property allows the ROP attack to access memory that lies beyond the buffer boundaries, since the implicit change does not allow the AVM to allocate a large enough empty space for the new buffer size.

Corrupting the \texttt{.length} is our first exploit subgoal and denoted by ‘Corrupting a Buffer Space Implicitly’ in Fig. 1b. Having the corrupted buffer allows the ROP attack to spray helper elements such as the payload to be executed into the heap, which is our second exploit subgoal and denoted by Spraying Helper Elements in Fig. 1b. The ROP attack follows this pattern until execution of its malicious payload, which is the last exploit subgoal, denoted by ‘Building and Executing the ROP Chain’ in Fig. 1b.

---

Function \texttt{init}() is the following:

```javascript
1 function init(){
2  var firstVariable = 6;
3  var secondVariable = 12;
4 }
```

To achieve the exploit subgoal, \texttt{GUIDexp} needs to append to the given PoC with the following:

```javascript
1 \texttt{var sum = firstVariable * secondVariable;}
```

The line calculates the sum of given two integer variables, \texttt{firstVariable} and \texttt{secondVariable}. The same line consists of three smaller operations within: (1) assigning a value to a variable, since the resulting sum (\texttt{firstVariable + secondVariable}) is assigned to another variable \texttt{sum}, (2) pushing the values to be summed onto the operand stack (since the AVM uses the operand stack to store temporary values), and (3) invoking the sum operator.

A security expert can therefore create the search space for this exploit subgoal by considering these subset of operations. The expert can choose these opcodes for the search space for the exploit subgoal: \texttt{getlocal}, \texttt{add}, and \texttt{setlocal}. The opcode \texttt{getlocal} pushes the value of local variables onto the operand stack, add is
the opcode that pops two values from the operand stack and pushes the result onto the operand stack, and setLocal pops the top value from the operand stack and assigns the value to a local variable. The parameters used with the opcodes should be the indices of the local variables. GuidExp is capable of calculating indices of exploit subgoal-relevant variables when their names are provided. If no variable name is provided, GuidExp calculates indices of all local and global variables and adds them to the current search space.

The invariant for this exploit subgoal tests whether the sum equals to a third known variable. A good invariant for the exploit subgoal could be:

\[
\text{if } \text{return (sum == thirdVariable)}
\]

2.4 Constructing Exploit Script from Checkpoints

Once GuidExp synthesizes a code segment that satisfies the invariant for the current exploit subgoal, we declare that GuidExp achieved the exploit subgoal. Subsequently, GuidExp can move to the next subgoal. To do so, GuidExp first appends the synthesized code segment into the AS executable constructed so far. This combined executable is dubbed checkpoint. In this example, the checkpoint for the exploit subgoal consists of the PoC and the line that GuidExp synthesized in Section 2.3:

```java
function init(){
  var firstVariable = 6;
  var secondVariable = 12;
  var sum = firstVariable + secondVariable;
  return (sum == thirdVariable);
}
```

Successfully acquiring a checkpoint enables GuidExp to be ready to aim for the next exploit subgoal; therefore, GuidExp can stitch the exploit script from checkpoint it synthesizes. When achieving one subgoal and finding a solution for the next one, GuidExp builds candidate slices on top of the solution found for the previous subgoal (i.e., new instruction permutations are appended to the checkpoint built from solving the previous subgoal). This guarantees that the solution for the new subgoal always satisfies the prior subgoals. GuidExp repeats this process until there is no more subgoal to achieve, then returns the last obtained checkpoint as an exploit script.

3 OVERVIEW OF GUIDEXP

Fig. 2 depicts an overview of GuidExp, which consists of three phases. GuidExp takes as input the full series of exploit subgoals, and at the end, produces the final exploit script. In the first phase, GuidExp reads an exploit subgoal (denoted by \( \tau_i \) in Fig. 2) from the collection. Then, GuidExp parses the corresponding search space and the invariant (denoted by Search Space(\( \tau_i \)) and Invariant(\( \tau_i \)) in Fig. 2 respectively). The Exploit Subgoal Parser is responsible for taking the search space and the invariant from the exploit subgoal. Both the search space and the invariant are sent to different units to be used in the second phase.

In the second phase, GuidExp explores all possible execution paths that follow the execution of the trigger slice and checks whether the current exploit subgoal is achieved in any execution path. There are three main units in this phase: (i) the parser, which generates the abstract syntax tree (AST) from the trigger slice into Java structures; the AST becomes the input for the next main unit, (ii) the Code Generator, which analyzes the AST to locate the execution path in which the vulnerability is triggered. The Code Generator outputs executables that follow the execution path by appending a permutation of instructions given in the exploit subgoal to the trigger slice. The executables outputted by the Code Generator are input for the final main unit, (iii) the Invariant Validator, which dynamically monitors execution of the executables coming from the Code Generator to decide if the current exploit subgoal is achieved by any of them.

The Code Generator synthesizes distinct executable scripts, called candidate slices (denoted by Candidate Slice in Fig. 2), by appending distinct permutations of instructions given in the exploit subgoal to the trigger slice at a time. Each executable script can explore a different execution path. However, at this point, GuidExp can generate an infinite number of candidate slices that follow the trigger slice. Therefore, along with the AST, the Code Generator receives as input the search space that consists a set of opcodes and parameters that can contribute to the task of satisfying the current exploit subgoal. GuidExp explores execution paths constructed with opcodes and parameters given in the search space. Thus, with having the search space, the Code Generator eliminates the execution paths that perform unrelated operations to the exploit. Candidate slices are appended to the trigger slice so that they trigger the vulnerability in the exact same way the trigger slice does.

Fig. 3 demonstrates how GuidExp explores execution paths. Here, \( q_1 \), red and gray nodes represent AVM program states. State \( q_0 \) is the initial state, and represents the initial settings of the AVM. The execution of the trigger slice transitions the program state to \( q_\text{trigger} \), which occurs after the vulnerability is triggered. Then, GuidExp generates distinct candidate slices to explore new execution paths. The execution of every candidate slice results in a different program state, leading to one of three types of states:

1. Red nodes represent program states that result in an error (e.g., type error, reference error, argument error) or perform an illegal call stack operation (e.g., `pop` when the call stack has zero elements).

GuidExp does not append to the candidate slice whose executions
terminate on a red node, since no matter what opcode is appended to the candidate slice, its execution raises the same error (see Section 6.4).

(2) Gray nodes represent program states that do not lead to a program error. Candidate slices that do not visit a red node are in both syntactically and semantically correct form, so they can be extended with more instructions to obtain new candidate slices. However, these candidate slices (that land on a gray node) cannot satisfy the current exploit subgoal. Thus, GuidExp needs to continue generating more candidate slices by appending new instructions to these candidate slices (of whose execution ends on a gray node).

(3) The candidate slice that satisfies the current exploit subgoal is denoted by a green node and "Checkpoint(τ_i)" in Fig. 3. When a checkpoint is synthesized, GuidExp stops generating further candidate slices for the current exploit subgoal, since it has already been satisfied. Then, GuidExp synthesizes new candidate slices to satisfy the next exploit subgoal. These candidate slices are generated by appending new instruction permutations to the checkpoint to follow the same execution path that satisfies the previous exploit subgoals. GuidExp, therefore, builds the exploit code (denoted by "The Exploit" in Fig. 3) by stitching the checkpoints after all of the given exploit subgoals are satisfied.

Generated candidate slices are sent to the Invariant Validator, which is the third main unit of the second phase and monitors runtime behaviors of candidate slices. As GuidExp does not modify the implementation of the AVM, it cannot make runtime observations. Therefore, GuidExp utilizes invariant to decide whether the corresponding exploit subgoal is satisfied. GuidExp inserts the invariant at the end of the execution of candidate slices to avoid altering their intended behaviors. We expect that the invariant would be given by security experts along with the search space as inputs for GuidExp. The result that the invariant generates (denoted by Decision (Candidate Slice, τ_i) in Fig. 2) is input for the Exploit Subgoal Manager which appraises the decision.

In the final phase, the execution result of candidate slices is evaluated by the Exploit Subgoal Manager. If the execution of a candidate slice results in an error, the AVM raises an error message. The error message indicates the type of the error with an error code [7]. GuidExp uses the error message to disqualify subsequently generated candidate slices based on the type of the error. If the result is a false, the result indicates that the candidate slice is executed without raising any error. However, the candidate slice does not achieve the corresponding target exploit subgoal. In this case, GuidExp discards the candidate slice and informs the Code Generator to synthesize a new candidate slice to be tested.

If the result is a true, the candidate slice (denoted by Checkpoint-(τ_i) in Fig. 2) achieves the corresponding target exploit slice. In this case, the Exploit Subgoal Manager stops the candidate slice generation process and informs the Exploit Subgoal Parser to parse the next target exploit subgoal. The Exploit Subgoal Parser reads the next search space and invariant. Simultaneously, the Exploit Subgoal Manager sends the candidate slice back to the Code Generator so that the Code Generator can use the candidate slice as the skeleton for the next exploit subgoal and this process keeps going until all target exploit subgoals are achieved.

4 PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

In Section 3, we present the overview of GuidExp's main components. In this section, we provide additional implementation details for those components to provide the reader context for our experimental setup.

Code Generator: GuidExp’s Code Generator differs from typical fuzzers in executable generation approach; while typical fuzzers randomly mutate given input seeds to generate new executables, the Code Generator performs selective mutation in which it intentionally alters code sequences in the trigger slice with a distinct instruction permutation given in the search space. Additionally, the Code Generator modifies the metadata of the generated executables.
5 INITIAL EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The main goal of the initial experiment setup was to allow quick evaluation and validation of various design ideas without paying the expense of a full experiment. In order to make the iteration as quick as possible, we hand-crafted a single test achieving the balance between coverage and the simplicity.

In the initial experiments we collected three pieces of data: (1) the number of candidate slices GUIDEXP generates, (2) the number of candidate slices executed successfully, (3) and the time GUIDEXP needs to take to achieve one exploit subgoal. To do that we borrowed three artifacts from the community and in the rest of the section, we introduce each of them individually and how we used them.

5.1 ROP Gadget Sequence

We want GUIDEXP to synthesize the exploit script building and executing an ROP sequence. At this point, there are many different ways of building ROP sequences each of which performs different types of ROP attack. We decided to build the ROP sequence ROPgadget [29] builds because it is not too complicated, and its execution can be observed without debugging the AVM. ROPgadget builds an ROP sequence from gadgets it locates and that can be accessed during the execution of given binary. We ran ROPgadget in our system and extracted the ROP sequence it built. We used the ROP sequence to construct the exploit subgoal that allows GUIDEXP to synthesize an AS code block that executes the same ROP sequence, then GUIDEXP appends the AS code block to the exploit script it generates.

GUIDEXP aims to synthesize an exploit script that performs an ROP attack. ROP attacks can perform different types of malicious activities based on the sequence of gadgets (also known as the ROP chain) they execute, e.g., producing a shell, running arbitrary code or invoking a system call. Therefore, an ROP attack needs to build the correct gadget sequence to achieve its malicious intention. GUIDEXP builds the ROP chain that executes 'int 0x80', which is used to invoke system calls. GUIDEXP builds and executes the ROP chain in the final exploit subgoal, 'Building and Executing the ROP Chain'. The ROP chain consists of 38 lines of codes and contains ten distinct gadgets. GUIDEXP builds the chain by itself after locating these ten gadgets. To locate a gadget, GUIDEXP needs to synthesize a function which scans libc libraries and returns the address of the given gadget. After locating the first gadget, GUIDEXP invokes the same function definition with different gadget to locate all required gadgets.

5.2 Initial Vulnerability & PoC Exploit Script

For our initial experimental setup, we chose CVE-2015-5119 [39] as our target vulnerability for several reasons. First, the vulnerability is a real-world vulnerability and was exploited frequently by exploit kits that demonstrates the impact of the vulnerability. In fact, CVE-2015-5119 was one of the Kaspersky’s Devil’s Dozen Flash vulnerabilities that gained immense popularity among criminals and was added to numerous exploit kits in 2015 [30]. Second, the vulnerability is simple enough that allows us to comprehend all aspects of exploiting vulnerable AVM versions. Third, the vulnerability is not too simple and creates many challenges that allows us to be familiar with issues that we can encounter when we work different vulnerabilities.

```
1   public class malClass extends Sprite {
2       public function malClass() {
3           var b1 = new ByteArray();
4           b1.length = 0x200;
5           var mal = new hClass(b1);
6           b1[0] = mal;
7       }
8   }
9   public class hClass {
10      private var b2 = 0;
11      public function hClass(var b3) {
12          b2 = b3;
13      }
14      public function valueOf() {
15          b2.length = 0x600;
16          return 0x40;
17      }
18   }
```

Listing 1: PoC Exploit for CVE-2015-5119

The target vulnerability resides in the implementation of AVM versions up to 18.0.0.194 for Windows, OS X, and Linux [10]. The vulnerability happens due to a lack of a control mechanism of side

to ensure they do not violate the grammar rules enforced by the AVM, and can be executed without raising parsing errors.

**Invariant Validator.** As mentioned before, GUIDEXP’s Invariant Validator inserts the invariant at the end of the candidate slice to test whether the execution of the candidate slice achieves the current exploit subgoal. After inserting the invariant, it invokes a version of AVM by using Java’s ProcessBuilder class [40], which is used to create operating system processes. To do that the Invariant Validator packs the AST of current candidate slice and creates the Flash executable from the AST. The Invariant Validator gives the location of the AVM implementation that runs the Flash scripts and the Flash script recently created. Invariant Validator allows a user to pick various versions of AVM.

**Exploit Subgoal Manager.** As mentioned above, the Exploit Subgoal Manager is responsible for evaluating the result of execution of candidate slices. Based on the result, it informs the Code Generator what to do next. Different versions of AVMs (mainly open-source versions vs closed-source versions) behave differently. Therefore, Exploit Subgoal Manager needs to recognize the differences and handle them appropriately. The open-source AVM versions can be executed in a terminal. This allows the Exploit Subgoal Manager to read the execution result from the terminal without running any I/O operation. However, the closed-source AVM versions are distributed as parts of Flash Players. They do not return any information to the terminal but use pop-ups to inform users in case an error is raised. Therefore, the Exploit Subgoal Manager cannot know whether an error is raised during the execution of a candidate slice. Additionally, the closed-source AVM versions keep logs of the execution of Flash scripts in the file system. The Exploit Subgoal Manager is required to use I/O operations to reach these logs to learn about the execution results of Flash scripts. These I/O operations significantly slow down the exploit generation task, when GUIDEXP is running with a closed-source AVM.

An exploit subgoal is a goal that was created by the Exploit Subgoal Manager for an ROP attack. A subgoal needs to take to achieve one exploit subgoal. To do that we borrowed three artifacts from the community and in the rest of the section, we introduce each of them individually and how we used them.
effects of implicit function calls, e.g., invoking `valueOf()` to get the value of an instance while assigning it to another instance.

Listing 1 shows how the vulnerability is triggered. The class `malClass`, which invokes malicious `valueOf()`, creates a `ByteArray` instance, `b1`, and sets its length as 0x200 in Line 3, 4. A `ByteArray` instance is a packed array of bytes that has methods and properties to optimize working with binary data. Line 5 creates an instance which belongs to `hClass`, with `b1` as its attribute and assigns it to the index 0 of `b1`. In Line 14, the `valueOf()` function is overridden to free `b2` attribute of `hClass` instances by altering its length. The AVM memory management system prefers first to deallocate the object, and then to reallocate it to a bigger memory chunk in case it needs a bigger memory space. Therefore, the assignment happens in Line 6, leading to freeing `b1`, and reallocating it to a bigger memory chunk, since the length of `b2` (0x400) is now larger than it was (0x200). However, the AVM does not check this side effect, so the index 0 of `b1` still references the freed memory chunk, allowing writing the return value (0x40) to the freed memory chunk.

Since `GUIDExp` has to be guided with exploit subgoals to achieve exploit generation task, in the initial experimental setup, we prepared the exploit subgoals by analyzing a well-studied exploit script [44] provided by the cybersecurity company Rapid7 [43]. This exploit script exploits the CVE-2015-5119 vulnerability and runs an ROP attack that allows attacker to perform an arbitrary code execution. We observed the execution of the exploit script and extracted the methodology of setting the scene for running the ROP chain after triggering the vulnerability. In our experiments we prepared the exploit subgoals that follow the methodology we extracted from the exploit script we analyzed. Our exploit subgoals leads `GUIDExp` to synthesize a new exploit script that triggers the vulnerability we introduced in this section, and then mimics the ROP attack explained in Section 5.1. We did not build the ROP chain given in the exploit script but preferred to execute the ROP chain ROPgadget constructs (see Section 5.1).

5.3 Vulnerable AVM Version

Although there are numerous AVM versions been published, there is only one open-source version and the other versions are kept as proprietary by the owner company. While we used the open-source AVM version in our initial experiments, we exploit a closed-source AVM version later, and we discuss these experiments in Section 7.2.

In our initial experiments, we used the AVM Core version as our vulnerable VM, which is the only open-source AVM version available in GitHub [3], commit ’65a0592’. The AVM Core includes only the core functionalities such as parsing and running Flash scripts, but no external libraries, such as libraries required to run the GUI.

Here, `GUIDExp` explores a new execution path by executing a distinct candidate slice it synthesized. In our initial experiments, we used the AVM Core to execute candidate slices `GUIDExp` synthesized and evaluated execution logs the AVM Core generated to learn about the execution results of candidate slices.

We chose the AVM Core because it runs significantly faster than the closed-source versions since it does not need to run the external libraries every time it starts-up. Additionally, to our knowledge, the AVM Core contains only one vulnerability, which is the vulnerability we introduced in Section 5.2; this allows us to quickly iterate over exploiting our target vulnerability. However, as discussed in Section 7, we finally conducted several experiments with the closed-source versions.

5.4 Results

In our initial experiments, we aimed to have a working system which is fast and lean. We collected three data pieces, including the time `GUIDExp` needs to take to achieve the first exploit subgoal. As shown in Fig. 4, in the first set of experiments we did not adopt any optimization techniques. Unfortunately, the initial experiment was timed out after we let `GUIDExp` run more than a day. However, we got three important results from the initial experiment. First, a significant majority of candidate slices raised an error without completing their execution, which allowed us to identify sequences of instructions that cause these errors. Therefore, we disqualified candidate slices that include one of these error-raising instruction sequence before we execute them (see Section 6.2 and 6.4 for more details).

Second, with having the first pseudo-exploit subgoal, we realized that we can deconstruct the exploit script into many smaller exploit subgoals and `GUIDExp` can focus on synthesizing exploit scripts achieving for each exploit subgoal individually. This significantly reduced the number of candidate slices `GUIDExp` needed to synthesize to achieve all exploit subgoals (see Section 6.1).

Third, to deconstruct the exploit, at first, we manually chopped the exploit script and analyze instructions in each piece. Our analyses show us that the number of different instructions used to achieve each subgoal was significantly smaller than the number of different instructions used in the entire exploit. This implied that a seasoned security expert who has thorough knowledge on ActionScript instructions and exploits can restrict the instructions to be used in synthesizing each exploit subgoal individually (see Section 6.1).

Although the initial experiment was timed out and we did not allocate enough time for finishing it (approximately 3 years with our rig), three bottom lines of the initial experiment allow us to derive the optimization techniques that we introduce in Section 6.

6 DERIVING OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES

Finding the correct permutation of instructions given in exploit subgoals requires testing all possible permutations in the worst case. According to the exploit script [44] we analyze, the first exploit subgoal contains nine opcodes and six parameters, and the bytecode sequence satisfying the exploit subgoal consists of twelve instructions. Hence, `GUIDExp` must generate and run 54 candidate slices in the worst case.

To deal with such a search space blow up, we have developed four optimization techniques, guided by data collected from the initial experiments. In this section, we introduce these four optimization techniques along with the observations that lead us to the techniques.
6.1 Deconstructing an Exploit into Subgoals
The very first version of GUIDExp didn’t have a notion of exploit subgoals. Instead, we attempted to use GUIDExp to construct the entire exploit code at once, and the attempt was not successful; the GUIDExp just kept running for days without getting any result until we killed the process. Facing the challenge, we first tried to synthesize a small prefix of the full exploit. We soon realized it is possible to construct the exploit in a piecemeal. This observation lead us to the exploit deconstruction.

With exploit deconstruction, as mentioned in Section 2.3 and demonstrated in Fig. 1b, the task of generating a full exploit script is split into a task of sequentially generating many smaller exploit subgoals. In this approach, GUIDExp iteratively finds a shortest candidate slice that reaches the checkpoint for each exploit subgoal and stitches them to build a full exploit script. When GUIDExp synthesizes a candidate slice that reaches a checkpoint, GUIDExp prunes all other execution paths that cannot reach the checkpoint, or those that need a longer path to reach the checkpoint.

Consider the example in Fig. 3. The example demonstrates how exploit deconstruction prunes execution paths that GUIDExp needs to explore. After reaching the Checkpoint(t1), GUIDExp focuses on synthesizing the candidate slice that reaches Checkpoint(t2) through Checkpoint(t1), although it is possible that there are execution paths that do not visit Checkpoint(t1) but do reach Checkpoint(t2). However, the number of execution paths that GUIDExp needs to explore increases exponentially in each level as GUIDExp appends the permutations of instructions given in the current search space to the trigger slices. Thus, with having exploit deconstruction, our experiments show that we disqualify the vast majority of execution paths.

6.2 Operand Stack Verification
Exploit deconstruction made GUIDExp start to emit some results, but the performance was not satisfactory: GUIDExp still took about a half day to find a solution slice for a single subgoal.

We analyzed the list of candidate slices discarded by GUIDExp, and observed that 98% of discarded candidate slices were rejected by AVM because of operand stack errors. The observation lead us to implement built-in operand stack verification. The main benefit of a built-in verification is that it can run before running AVM, allowing us to disqualifying erroneous candidate slices without paying the AVM execution overhead.

AVM is a stack machine, where the operand stack holds operands for the instructions and stores results of operations. If a wrong combination of operand stack operations are performed, AVM detects the problem and raise one of the following two errors: (1) stack underflow, which occurs when an instruction tries to pop elements from the operand stack while the operand stack holds no element, (2) stack overflow, which occurs when a function returns before popping all elements it pushed onto the operand stack.

In operand stack verification, GUIDExp simulates the operand stack for the candidate slice it generates to decide whether the candidate slice causes an operand stack violation before sending the candidate slice to the Invariant Validator. If a candidate slice causes the stack underflow error, GUIDExp marks the instruction permutation that the candidate slice contains as ill-prefix and discards the candidate slice. GUIDExp also eliminates the subsequently generated candidate slices which contain an ill-prefix instruction permutation since instruction sequences are prefix-closed, and will raise the same error. If a candidate slice causes the stack overflow error, GUIDExp eliminates the candidate slice but does not mark the instruction permutation it contains as ill-prefix, because candidate slices that cause stack overflow error might be followed by instruction sequences that consume remnant elements in the operand stack.

To further optimize operand stack verification, GUIDExp remembers all observed ill-prefixes. Given a new candidate slice, GUIDExp checks whether the slice contains any previously observed ill-prefix. If the slice contain a previously discovered ill-prefix, GUIDExp rejects it immediately. If the slice does not contain any known ill-prefix, but the operand stack verification gives an error, GUIDExp adds the slice to the ill-prefix set and rejects the slice. Otherwise, GUIDExp continues to execute the slice in AVM.

GUIDExp uses an m-ary trie, demonstrated in Fig. 5, to concisely represent an ill-prefix set. Here, m is the number of instructions in the current search space and n is the maximum depth we allow GUIDExp to explore the execution-path space. In each search space, the instructions are given a unique integer identifier. So, the trie stores these unique identifiers as the value of the nodes in the ill-prefix trie. We prefer a trie structure because it is memory efficient, and it provides an efficient search operation. We initially store the discovered ill-prefixes in a nested linked list, which has the time complexity of $O(m^n)$ for searching/inserting and the space complexity of $\Theta(m^n)$. That caused GUIDExp to spend significant time in searching for a matching ill-prefix, and to consume several GB of memories remembering ill-prefix. Thus, the idea of remembering observed ill-prefixes lost its meaning. On the contrary, m-ary trie’s search operation has $\Theta(n)$ time complexity. As a result, GUIDExp spends significantly less time in searching/inserting for an ill-prefix, that allows us to save significant time. Trie also has a smaller memory consumption: $O(m^{n+1})$.

6.3 Instruction Tiling
Instructions in AS bytecode typically need to be used in particular sequences, together, to represent semantically meaningful activities. E.g., the opcode “add”, which pops two values from the top of the operand stack and then pushes the result back to the operand stack, requires that these two values be pushed onto the operand stack.
6.4 Feedback from the AVM

The Code Generator sends candidate slices that do not violate the operand stack to the Invariant Validator to be executed in the AVM in Phase 2 in Figure 2. However, the AVM can raise different types of run-time errors during the execution of candidate slices that GuidExp cannot detect before their execution. The AVM raises these errors when candidate slices perform an illegal operation, such as reading outside of an array boundaries, or if the AVM cannot keep running because of resources restrictions. For example, if a candidate slice contains an infinite loop, the AVM will raise the out-of-memory error. The Code Generator marks the instruction permutation that the error-raising candidate slice contains as ill-prefix, and discards the candidate slice. The Code Generator also inserts ill-prefixes to the ill-prefix trie the same way it handles ill-prefixes that violate the operand stack.

The most common types of error messages that GuidExp receives are: TypeError [8], ArgumentError [2], ReferenceError [6], RangeError [5], stack underflow, and stack overflow errors [9].

TypeError. A TypeError is thrown when the actual type of an operand is different from the expected type. In addition, this exception is raised when a value is assigned to a variable and cannot be coerced to the variable’s type or the super keyword is used illegally. Candidate slices that raise a TypeError are eliminated after they are executed in the AVM. However, the other candidate slices that append to these candidate slices are disqualified even without being generated by GuidExp. Although the type of operands can be coerced explicitly, GuidExp allows type coercion only before the operand is called [8].

ArgumentError. An ArgumentError occurs when the arguments supplied in a function do not match the arguments defined for that function. This error is raised, for example, when a function is called with the wrong number of arguments, an argument of the incorrect type, or an invalid argument. When an ArgumentError is raised, GuidExp verifies the candidate slice that raises the error because the error might occur because of a wrong number of arguments. GuidExp changes the bytecode that declares the number of arguments with the number of elements in the operand stack when the function is called. After the candidate slice is verified, it is executed one more time to see if the error persists. If yes, the candidate slice and the other candidate slices that append to the candidate slice are disqualified as the error occurs because of the incorrect type or invalid arguments [2].

ReferenceError. A ReferenceError exception is thrown when a reference to an undefined property is attempted. Candidate slices that GuidExp generates raise this error when a property is called by an object that does not define the property it calls. The other candidate slices that follow the candidate slice that raises a ReferenceError must remove the reference of the undefined property. However, GuidExp does not allow such an operation because pushing an element onto the operand stack and then popping it without making use of it can create infinite loops [6].

RangeError. A RangeError occurs when an invalid index is provided to an array type buffer. An index is invalid if it is less than zero, or it points beyond the array boundaries, or it is not an integer. When a candidate slice causes the AVM to raise a RangeError, after discarding the candidate slice, GuidExp disqualifies the other candidate slices that append to the candidate slice, based on the type of the index [5].

7 EXPERIMENT REFINEMENTS

In this section, we present our final experiments with refinements. With each refinement, we improve the performance of GuidExp, and increase the coverage.

All experiments were conducted on a virtual machine with a 3.4 GHz Intel Core i7 processor with 8 GB RAM. We used VMware Workstation 15 to emulate the virtual machine with Ubuntu 16.04 LTS. PoC scripts were created using Adobe Flex SDK 4.6 [4], mxmlc, and Mozilla Tamarin Project AS Compiler, asc.jar [38]. GuidExp was written in Java with NetBeans IDE 8.0.2 JDK v.1.8.

7.1 Refinement #1: Initial PoC

In the second set of experiments, we adopted the optimization techniques we introduced in Section 6. We repeated the first set of experiments with the optimization techniques and we used the same PoC vulnerability to exploit (see Section 5.2 for more details).

After refining GuidExp with the optimization techniques, we conducted the second set of experiments to see whether synthesizing the exploit script was feasible for GuidExp.

GuidExp utilized the AVM Core, the open-source AVM implementation, to execute candidate slices GuidExp generated for our example vulnerability. Table 1 demonstrates our experimental results with the AVM Core for our example vulnerability. We give the number of generated candidate slices and executed candidate slices during synthesizing each exploit subgoal. GuidExp output the exploit script in just under 15 minutes.

7.2 Refinement #2: Closed-Source AVM Versions

Exploit Databases. To conduct the third set of experiments, we used PoC exploit scripts for known AVM vulnerabilities, selected from exploit databases such as exploit-db [21] and Google Project Zero [42]. We selected CVE-2013-0634, CVE-2014-0502, -0515, -0556, CVE-2015-0313, -0359, -3090, -3105, -5122 since they are well-studied and are included in commonly used exploit kits.
The open-source version has a smaller initialization overhead. The initialization overhead only takes ~11% of the experiment for open-source AVM. Note that this performance difference is due to the characteristics of AVM, and it is not an issue of GuidExp. In fact, any mutation testing tool and fuzz testing tool targeting a closed-source AVM will have to deal with the initialization/termination overhead.

Second, since the error messages that the player outputs are shown to the users in pop-ups, we cannot leverage the feedback coming from the player. Thus, the number of candidate slices to be searched is higher with the player. Again, this is a characteristic of the closed-source AVM version. GuidExp may easily fetch the error messages raised by closed-source versions of other language virtual machines.

Results. Table 2 shows our experimental results with eleven AVM vulnerabilities we selected. In these experiments, GuidExp executes candidate slices with the closed-source player. According to our experiments, GuidExp can generate an exploit script for a vulnerability in less than 14 hours.

7.3 Refinement #3: Initial PoC with a Larger Search Space

To demonstrate that GuidExp can tolerate some level of inaccuracy in defining a search space, we performed additional experiments. This is important because it is unrealistic to expect a human security expert to always provide the tightest search space without any mistake. In this experiments, we run GuidExp with 1.25, 1.5, and 2 times larger search spaces than the optimal search space (the most accurate).

Table 3 shows exploit script synthesizing time of GuidExp with larger spaces for CVE-2015-5119 with the AVM Core. Since GuidExp generates a candidate slice for every permutation of instructions and parameters given in search spaces, the performance of GuidExp is affected by combinatorial rate with having unnecessary instructions and parameters in search spaces.

7.4 Discussions

It turned out we were lucky that we started with a vulnerability in an open-source VM because with a closed-source VM, our initial development could be infeasible. Therefore, we learned that...
finding a good "golden" example lets us to focus on it to accelerate development. This allows us to iterate extremely fast, and lead us to understand all the small details of algorithms and examples. However, our initial development could be biased to a wrong direction, if our "golden example" were not providing enough coverage and not raising issues that we can encounter with different vulnerabilities.

Additionally, generalizing a number obtained from one configuration to another configuration can be challenging. To resolve this challenge, we need to conduct another experiment to explain the difference between two configurations and the reasons why we could not use the numbers from the previous experiments.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In our recent work, we proposed the first semi-automatic exploit generation tool, GUIDEXP, for AVM vulnerabilities. We demonstrated that GUIDEXP successfully exploited eleven different AVM vulnerabilities in open- and closed-source AVM implementations. In this work, we present additional details on our development cycles, how we improved the performance numbers of GUIDEXP, after each iteration, and introduce the artifacts that we borrow from the community.

In future work, we plan to conduct a user study where we justify and measure the human intervention cost. Our user study will focus on answering questions such as "How much expertise is needed to set up exploit subgoals?", "To what extent the proposed framework can help craft exploits and determine exploitability?", or "Since we have exploit patterns to follow, what role does the human play in the procedure?".
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